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Key messages

2

EU membership has been key to the success of the UK car industry

• Deep RTAs facilitate coordination with HQs

• UK is the perfect location for JP transplants

Tangible signals that Brexit is proving expensive

• Plant downsizing or closure

• Few new projects

May Italy benefit?

• Different specialization

• Yet more efforts could be made



A success story

• Deindustrialization under TINA
• Forged parts output, from 500k t (mid-1970s, 60% to cars) to 130k t (2016, 20%)
• Alloy wheels (only high-end by Rimstock)

• Japanese transplants

• Concerted nationwide effort to rebuild the automotive supply chain
• Automotive Council
• Automotive Investment Organisation

• UK components (volume)
• 80% in the 1970s
• Low 30s% in the 1990s
• 44% in 2016

• But also a triumph of modern supply chain management
• 30,000 parts in average car
• Each one may contain 30 sub-components
• May have passed through 15 countries (CLEPA)







UK annual car production has fallen since 2016



UK vehicle exports



Destinations for UK-manufactured cars



Keith Head & Thierry Mayer 12 November 2016 

• shallow RTA case captures the scenario in which Britain retains tariff-free 
access to the EU but loses the deep integration aspects of the RTA, such as 
free mobility of professionals and the ability to influence EU regulations on 
car standards.
• reduction in car production in the UK of 24,000 units, 1.8% of UK production
• loss of about 500 assembly jobs
• absent deep integration, supplying inputs from Opel's headquarters in Germany 

becomes more costly  Peugeot closes (as it did in Ryton in 2007)

• scenario where UK fails to maintain tariff-free access to the EU market 
(current 10% MFN duty on EU imports) 
• car production shrinks by 48,000 cars 
• about 1,000 redundancies



Recent developments
• Honda

• Site in Swindon produced about one in 10 Made-in-UK cars in 2018
• Will shut plant by 2022 (also another in Turkey, due to EU-JP FTA)
• 3,500 direct jobs at risk, many more indirectly

• Jaguar Land Rover
• Buys 40% of materials in EU
• Would have to find 4,500 redundancies, with most in UK

• Nissan
• Exports 55% of production
• Reversed post-Brexit decision to build X-Trail diesel vehicle at Sunderland

• Toyota
• Burnaston site (2,500 jobs) may close temporarily 

• Vauxhall (PSA)
• Vulnerable, decision in 2020

• Ford
• Warned May that, without a deal, could move production overseas

• BMW
• First e-Mini from 2019


